
AP US HISTORY AMERICAN COLONIES

This APUSH review on the 13 colonies has been organized to provide and differences that make up the history of the
American 13 colonies.

So the profits went to the planters who owned the farms, not the shareholders of the London Company. Most
of them gained a measure of fulfillment in two ways. In thinking about colonial development, consider the
political, economic, and social structure of each colonial region. As a result, their entry, beginning around ,
was channeled toward what was leftâ€”chiefly, the Caribbean islands and the cold, apparently hostile and
frightening, coastline of North America. Instead, they wanted to acquire large plots of land so they could grow
more of the yellow leaf. Berkeley opposed killing off the Indians because it would end the profitable deer skin
trade that he and his friends enjoyed. Who were these New World people? What was the significance of these
acts? His leadership and resourcefulness saved the colonists from extinction. Good reputation was always, for
these folk, a pre-eminent aim. The colony was later governed by eight proprietors. The middle colonies
supported a flourishing export economy based on cereal crops and attracted a broad range of European
migrants, leading to societies with greater cultural, ethnic and religious diversity and tolerance. What resulted
from this action? Analyze and compare and contrast family life in New England. Conclusions: What are they
The Spanish lost out in North America because they were more interested in Catholic converts than
establishing economic strongholds. In late , the Virginia Company set sail with about male settlers aboard. He
also became the first celebrity seen and heard by many colonists. The traders were more of a help than a threat
to the colonists. In an age when church and state were united, dissenting from the practices of the official
Church of England was seen as treason. Spain reaches west to New Mexicoâ€”use of the Adelanto system.
Characterize the topography of Carolina. European colonial economies focused on acquiring, producing, and
exporting commodities that were valued in Europe and gaining new sources of labor. He captured a Spanish
treasure ship and netted profits of about 4, percent for his financial backers. Discuss Old Lights vs. The
solution was a compromise between the Catholic and the Protestant extremes allowing for some latitude as
long as the monarch was accepted as the head of the church. Since they made a little bit of extra money, they
were able to live a healthier life style. Yet for the great mass of Europeanâ€”and Americanâ€”humanity, the
flavor of life at ground level remained highly traditional, including an almost exclusive reliance on subsistence
agriculture; immersion in small-scale, face-to-face patterns of social life; and a code of behavior shaped by
age-old religious beliefs and folk nostrums. Many rich men started sugar plantations because they required
expensive machinery, technical knowledge, precise timing, and strenuous labor. North and South America
were the last continents occupied by people. A storm made the group miss their destination, pushing them
north of the Virginia Company where they settled off the coast of New England in Plymouth Bay. Distance
and Britain's initially lax attention led to the colonies creating self-governing institutions that were unusually
democratic for the era. What was the importance of tobacco cultivation? Describe the results of
denominational reconciliation between the late s and  Compare and contrast with New England and the
Chesapeake. You will be tested over the material covered in American Colonies when you return to school in
August. Who were the founders of Georgia?


